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Abstract. Shortening product lifecycles and small lot sizes require manufacturing systems to
adapt increasingly fast. Many existing machine tools, handling and logistics systems provide a
generic functionality that is not bound to a specific product. But this flexibility and reconfigurability
on the level of individual resources is lost in automated systems that are limited to the production
of a fixed set of product variants. We propose a unified abstraction for the skills provided
by the available resources and the product-specific manufacturing requirements. From these
high-level descriptions, executable manufacturing procedures are derived, exposed as services
and dynamically orchestrated at runtime in order to achieve the manufacturing goals.
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Introduction

Automated systems for discrete manufacturing need to adapt increasingly fast [1,2]. However, replacing
a resource or introducing a new product variant often requires manual integration work and considerable
downtime. This is a major bottleneck for increasing the ability of companies to react to market
changes, bespoke customer demands and unforeseen events in the supply chain [3]. The SkillPro
project4 develops techniques for Plug & Produce [4] where changes to the plant layout and products
can be introduced even at runtime. This is achieved bya) a unified abstraction to describe the skills
of production resources and the requirements of the product-specific manufacturing steps, b) the
(partially automated) generation of resource-specific actions with a formal execution semantics from
these high-level descriptions, and c) the runtime orchestration of the manufacturing system where
these actions are exposed as services.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on related work and motivates
this contribution. In Section 3, we introduce the overall system architecture. The skill concept used
to model manufacturing resources and the requirements of the manufacturing steps is presented in
Section 4. In contrast to this high-level abstraction, Section 5 gives the execution semantics of actions
on the resource level. Section 6 closes the gap by showing how actions can be derived from skill-based
descriptions of the resources and the product-specific manufacturing steps. Section 7 shows how
the actions are exposed as services and dynamically orchestrated at runtime in order to achieve the
manufacturing goals. Short descriptions of the implemented demonstration scenarios are presented in
Section 8. The paper concludes in Section 9 with a summary and future outlook.
4 Skill-based Propagation of Plug & Produce-Devices in Reconfigurable Production Systems by AML, see
www.skillpro-project.eu
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Related Work

Plug & Produce Arai et al. [4] first coined the term Plug & Produce in analogy to the Plug & Play
concept in the computer world. Naumann et al. [5] propose an interconnector module that provides a
uniform interface and that generates low-level commands for the underlying device. Lepuschitz et
al. [6] show reconfiguration of manufacturing resources based on distributed IEC 61499 function
blocks and a semantic description of the manufacturing setting and the expected behavior. Onori et
al. [7] describe a self-configuring assembly system at the shop-floor level. Note that many works
mentioned in the following sections on service-oriented manufacturing systems and manufacturing
skill modelling also make use of Plug & Produce principles. The automated configuration of industrial
communication systems in a Plug & Produce fashion [8,9] is not in the scope of this publication.
Service-Oriented Manufacturing Systems The authors from the SOCRADES project [10,11,12] and
Shen et al. [13] develop a service-oriented manufacturing system architecture. They use semantic
technologies to match possible providers of functionality. Loskyll et al. [14,15] expand the concept of
semantic service discovery to the parametrisation and orchestration of services. For this, they develop
a domain-specific ontology for the use in semantic reasoning tools. Puttonen et al. [16] describe
a set of specialized web services for composing and invoking semantically enriched automated
procedures in a manufacturing setting. They also present an algorithm to identify the steps required to
reach a predefined goal state. Dürkop et al. [17] discuss the use of service-oriented architectures in
reconfigurable manufacturing systems and the technical challenges that need to be overcome.
Manufacturing Skill Modelling The authors from the SIARAS project [18] use ontologies to store
skills and their relations for production. This information is then used for automatic reconfiguration of
production systems. Naumann et al. [5] use an ontology to model robot skills and use state-charts for
sequences within manufacturing processes. Järvenpää et al. [19] define an ontology for capabilities
in manufacturing and use it to map resources to manufacturing steps. Huckaby and Christensen
[20] provide a taxonomy for assembly tasks and related skill primitives. Constraints specify whether
they are executable in a certain situation. Björkelund et al. [21] first make use of the PPR (Product,
Process, and Resource) concepts in the context of skills. They relate skills to all three views of
PPR and represent skills as finite state machines. Pfrommer et al. [22] also define resource skills
in relation to PPR. They are the first to differentiate between the generic skills of a resource and
their executable realization for a specific product with formal pre- and postconditions. Keddis et al.
[23] define a description vocabulary for capabilities of production resources and an accompanying
algorithm for production planning and scheduling. Legat et al. [24] use a description of the resource
capabilities to guide engineers in the implementation of field control code. Backhaus et al. [25]
present a classification of manufacturing skills to enable task-oriented programming. This concept is
expanded in [26] and used to generate executable tasks for a welding robot.
Many interesting approaches to describe the capabilities of manufacturing resources via ontologies
and high-level description schemas have been proposed in the literature. All authors report the
successful application in the demonstration scenarios for which their description schemas were
developed. We argue that modelling semantic knowledge about manufacturing systems facilitates
the integration of resources in a Plug & Produce fashion. But it is not enough. First, as ontologies for
describing manufacturing skills become more detailed, the less general they are. This leads to the
difficult situation wherea) general skill description schemas require additional information to cover
implementation-specific edge-cases and constraints, and b) detailed skill description schemas are
applicable to only a narrow subset of resources and will have difficulties in getting the required support
across vendors and integration tooling suppliers. A possible scenario is the emergence of a standardized
core skill description schema from which domain-specific and sometimes overlapping schemas will

branch off. Second, semantic reasoners were developed to infer further information from an existing
knowledge-base. But they are not equipped for reasoning about numerical optimization problems,
such as the resource- and time-efficient manufacturing of many products on concurrent resources.
Therefore, we see the role of semantic skill descriptions primarily for integration and configuration
tasks. To make the flexibility of generic resource skills available on the level of large-scale systems,
they need to be propagated to dedicated planning and runtime control systems that may use different
representations. This also offers the possibility to integrate overlapping and domain-specific skill
description schemas if they can be interfaced to a unified abstraction used for planning and runtime
control.
Planning and Scheduling In the classical scheduling literature [27,28], the production of a specific
product, called a job, is split into distinct operations with optional constraints on the ordering of the
operations. Each operation can be processed by a subset of the available resources. Switching between
types of operations on a resource may entail a downtime for tooling. The goal is to find a schedule that
completes all jobs best according to some optimization criterion, such as order tardiness. Scheduling
is a mature field and routinely deployed in manufacturing settings. However, many details are brushed
over in the classical scheduling model. Logistics steps between manufacturing operations and the
detailed cooperation of resources are often-times handled implicitly by custom automation solutions
or the human workers. This tight coupling between resources, planning and runtime execution makes
it difficult to add or remove resources in a Plug & Produce fashion.
For this reason, the planning approach used in SkillPro is not based on scheduling theory, but
rather on results from the field of AI planning that arose out of McCarthy’s original Situation Calculus
[29,30]. In the Situation Calculus, the overall system state, called a situation, is transitioned via the
execution of actions with well-defined preconditions and effects. The planner’s task is to find an action
sequence that reaches a situation matching the goal description. This has been an active research topic
for more than 40 years and many important results, concerning for example numerical and temporal
planning, as well as the search-guiding heuristics required to solve complex planning tasks, have
been achieved only in recent years [31]. For completeness, we mention that further approaches for
manufacturing planning exist and have been compared in [32].
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System Architecture

The architecture of the SkillPro framework consists of three main components, spanning from
long-term planning to the runtime orchestration of available resources during production. See Figure
1 for an overview. The system components bear some resemblance to the architecture in [33], but take
on additional functionality as part of a skill-based manufacturing system.
Asset Management System (AMS) The AMS constitutes the central knowledge base of a manufacturing
facility and provides this information to the adjacent components. It contains semantic descriptions of
the available resources and their skills, as well as a detailed plant model including topological (e.g.
how resources are arranged in work cells) and topographical (e.g. layout and position of the resources)
relations. The AMS also holds product models, including drawings, bills of material and bills of
processes. The AMS furthermore manages customer orders on a long-term horizon and ensures that
the required resources with the right skills are available. Lastly, it interfaces the SkillPro framework
with enterprise level ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and PDM (Product Data Management)
systems.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the system architecture used in SkillPro.

Manufacturing Execution System (MES) The MES is responsible for orchestrating the available
resources in order to achive short- to mid-term manufacturing goals. For this, the MES implements
two main features working in lockstep: computing a fine-grained execution plan that accomplishes the
manufacturing goals, and the orchestration of the manufacturing resources at runtime.
Skill Execution Engine (SEE) The SEE provide smart wrappers to the physical resources, which range
from conveyor belts with little configurability to complex machine tools and even human workers.
Facing towards the different resources, the SEE implement domain-specific connectivity, e.g. based
on a fieldbus protocol or the Robot Operating System (ROS) [34]. In case of the human worker,
this is accomplished with a tablet-based graphical-user-interface. Towards the MES, a single unified
interface has been developed to ensure compatibility. This interface, based on the OPC UA protocol
[35], provides access to the runtime state of the resource and the services that trigger the execution of
manufacturing operations (called actions, cf. Sections 4 and 5). The SEE are self-aware in a sense
that they contain an AutomationML-based [36] description of the wrapped resource that is used to
exchange semantic data for Plug & Produce. Also, the SEE may contain domain-specific knowledge
on how to derive actions from high-level skill-based descriptions.
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Skill Modelling

In this work, we focus on discrete manufacturing. Process manufacturing applications, e.g. from
the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, are out of scope. Furthermore, no time-constraints are
assumed to exist between manufacturing steps. Wait times can be freely chosen by the planning system.
A counterexample for this is the need for timely processing of molten metal.
The starting point for our skill model is the well-known product, process, and resource (PPR)
model in the production context. We now recapitulate PPR and extend it for skill-based modelling
(see also Figure 2):
Product Products represent marketable outputs as well as their intermediate forms during production
and raw material. Products denote product types and not individual work-pieces.
Process Processes refer to a type of manufacturing, logistics or other production related process
(such as information exchange, retooling, and so on). In SkillPro, processes are associated with a
set of attributes used to describe the individual process implementations and the requirements
towards them. Processes form a hierarchy where children inherit the attributes of their parent (see
Figure 3).
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Fig. 2. Skill concept based on Product-Process-Resource

Resource Resources denote specific machines that are either standalone (e.g. a CNC mill) or bundled
together (such as a robot manipulator with a gripper). In SkillPro, all resources are assumed to be
accompanied by a smart wrapper, the SEE representing the resource. Via the SEE, each resource
provides an AutomationML based self-description.
Skill Skills describe the ability of a resource to implement a production process. The skill constraints
are defined via the attributes specified for the process. For example, a welding robot could indicate
the range of supported temperatures in reference to the temperature attribute specified for the
welding process. Depending on the specific domain, attributes may be stated as complex data
structures, e.g. to describe possible product geometries for a 5-axis CNC mill.
Transformation Transformations describe the transition of one or more (intermediary) input products
into output products by the application of one or more processes. The requirements for transformations are stated based on the attributes defined for the applied processes. This information is
later used to identify resources with matching skills. Note that transformations state necessary
requirements in order for a resource to be compatible. But they are not necessarily sufficient to
guarantuee successful execution without additional information.
Action Actions are “executable skills”, i.e. concrete implementations of one or several product
transformations or auxiliary processes, such as transportation, on the participating resources.
Actions are known to be successfully executable if the specified preconditions hold. The SEE
representing the participating resources contain all necessary information (such as compiled
program code, IEC-61131 function blocks or configuration parameters), so that the execution can
be triggered simply by naming the identifier of the action.
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Formal Execution Semantics of Actions

The formal execution semantics of actions is defined by a single transition rule that can be used
to describe any dynamics of discrete manufacturing systems, includinga) product transformations,
b) transportation and storage, c) concurrency, i.e. parallel execution on many resources and the
synchronization of resources for collaboration, and d) changes to resource configurations (e.g. tooling).
Assume for simplicity that resources r P R are always operational. The possible resource states
s P Sr are defined as a tuple
| P|
s  xc, p y P Sr  Cr  N0
of the resource configuration c P Cr and a vector p denoting the number of products currently
contained in the resource. Remember that product types ρ P P also denote intermediary product types
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Fig. 3. Excerpt of the process hierarchy and its representation in AutomationML. The arrows indicate the
inheritance of attributes from the parent processes. All attributes may refer to custom (structured) datatypes.

occuring during production as well as material. The configuration of a mobile robot might for example
describe its position, whilst the configuration of a CNC mill would indicate the milling head currently
used. Note that the Sr may become too large to enumerate every element, in which case it can be
defined via the constraints that every element needs to hold. The overall system state is captured in a
vector σ of time-indexed resource states
σr

 xs, t y P Sr  R .

Its semantics is the next time-index t when r becomes available with state s. Until then, the resource
executes (a series of) actions, during which no exact state is known. Actions a are defined as
tuples comprised
of a set of participating resources Ra , a set of valid initial states Va  Sa where

Sa 
S
,
r P R a r the effect function mapping the initial state to the post-execution state of the
participating resources e a : Va
and τ dur
a : Va

Ñ R|0R

a

|.

|R
Ñ Sa , and the duration and slack timing functions τ slack
: Va Ñ R0
a
a



@

dur
Ra, Va, e a, τ slack
a , τa

a

|

D

The components of the vector-valued functions are indexed as ea,r or similar. After the start of
slack for a duration of τ dur .
an action, resources r P Ra join the execution after a slack time τa,r
a,r
Resources may be involved in a preceding action during the slack time (see Figure 4). A sequence
of actions is concatenated as w  a1 a2 . . . . The single rule that governs the transition between any
w
σ w and σ wa is as follows. If the precondition s w
a P Va is fulfilled (with s a denoting the state of
w
the involved resources Ra in σ ), then action (a is executed at the earliest possible starting time
w
now Y
w
slack w
t start
r P R a pt r  τa,r p s a qq and the system reaches the new time-indexed state
a pσ q  max t
wa
σ .
#
w
slack p s w q
dur p s w qy, if r P R
xea,r p swa q, t start
τa,r
τa,r
a
a pσ q
a
a
wa
σr 
(1)
w
w
x sr , t r y ,
else
We now consider two abstractions of actions in order to simplify reasoning about large manufacturing systems and production volumes.
First, many manufacturing systems are organized in lines, within which a product will undergo a
fixed sequence of actions. Such a sequence ā can be treated atomically. The preconditions, effects

Fig. 4. Example with three resources, a conveyor, a robotic manipulator and a quality control unit, performing
three actions in a row: picking an object from the conveyor (gray), placing the object in the quality control unit
(light gray), and the quality control itself (dark gray). For the action of picking the object from the conveyor, the
robotic manipulator has some slack time until the conveyor has moved the object in place.

and timings of sequences are modeled by composing the contained actions according to (1). Let
āi, i P t1, . . . , Nā u denote the ordered actions
within the sequence and āÑi the subsequence of the first
i actions. The set of valid initial states Vā  r PR ā Sr for the participating resources Rā  YaPā Ra
needs to assert that all intermediate states within the sequence are valid initial states for the following
action.
@ sw P Vā, @i P t0, . . . , Nā  1u, sw āÑi P Vāi 1
System parts with little flexibility can thus be modelled with comparatively few sequence-actions.
These can be integrated seamlessly with more fine-grained actions where increased flexibility is
desired.
Second, many actions have a linear effect on the number of contained products in the participating
resources. Consider an action where parts are stamped from a metal coil and collected in a lattice
box. Every execution increases the number of parts in the lattice box by a fixed amount. We
say an action ã is linear if it fulfills the following three requirements: The configuration of the
involved resources has not changed after the execution of ã. The numerical effect on the number
of products contained in the participating resources δ rã P N| P| is invariant to their initial state,
so that @ s w P Vã, @r P Rã, prw ã  prw  δ rã . The possible combinations of initially contained
products for each resource @r P Rã, @cr P Cr , t pr : D s P Vã, sr  xcr , pr yu form a convex set.
Knowing that an action is linear simplifies reasoning about preconditions and effects of its repeated
execution. If the preconditions are fulfilled before and after n executions of ã, with s w
ã P Vã and
xcrw, prw nδrã yr PRã P Vã , then ã can be repeatedly executed up to n 1 times and the effect on
the number of contained products is multiplied accordingly. Thus, linear actions simplify reasoning
about manufacturing systems where lot sizes are large and the same (sequences of) actions are
repeated many times in a row. Coming back to the example of stamping metal parts, we focus
on the lattice box where finished parts are collected. Assuming a single resource configuration
| P|
cbox , a maximum load weight l max and the per-product weight l P R , the valid initial states are
Vstamp  t s P Sstamp : sbox  xcbox, p box y, l J p p box  δ stamp
box q ¤ l max u. Note that any combination of
linear constraints leads to a convex set of allowed contained products.
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From Skill-Based Descriptions to Executable Actions

Assume that either a new resource is added to the system or that a new product variant is being
introduced. In both cases, new actions need to be generated. The newly generated actions can then be
used by the MES in order to reach the manufacturing goals.
Matching product transformations to skills Assume that a list of product transformations (bill of
processes, BOP) is initially provided or that the product description can be used to infer manufacturing
steps, e.g. for assembly [37]. Remember that transformations and skills both use the attributes defined

in the hierarchy of production processes (see Figure 3). Thus, the AMS can filter matching skills for
the required transformations.
This task of determining the right operations to manufacture a specific product was originally
investigated as Computer-aided Process Planning (CAPP, [38,39]). Note how CAPP differs from
production planning and scheduling where the production of many products on a given plant layout is
considered.
Adding auxiliary processes Auxiliary production steps, such as tooling and intra-logistic steps are
usually not part of the BOP, since they are dependent on the specific production plant. In accordance
to the matched production skills and the plant topology, appropriate skills are added to the solution set.
For flexible transportation, conveyor belts, robotic manipulators with object recognition and mobile
manipulators [40,41] were investigated and integrated in the demonstration scenarios of SkillPro.
Generation of executable actions The generation of executable actions from high-level skill-based
descriptions requires the communication of AMS and SEE framework components. While actions are
uniformly described according to Section 5, the SEE may internally implement them with a variety of
technologies. Possible ways for implementing actions are:
– Customization of predefined procedures by parametrization, where the defined parameters are
either resource- or manufacturing-domain specific [42]. Note that a description of the entire
product in an appropriate format may constitute a parameter in this context. More examples of
reasoning on the execution of a high-level task model can be found for example in the RoboEarth
project [43,44].
– Automatic code synthesis from a high-level description [45], which can also be either resourcespecific or based on a domain specific language [46,47,48].
– Manually programmed procedures, for example IEC-61131 function blocks.
Simulation and evaluation External simulation tools such as the 3DAutomate5 suite can provide
further insight regarding the efficiency of the plant layout and a prediction for overall execution times.
Possible production plan variants are evaluated based on key performance indicators, such as energy
consumption, production time, retooling time etc. This information is later utilized during mid-term
execution planning by the MES.
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Service-Oriented Orchestration of Production Systems

The manufacturing operations for specific products are modelled as actions on the SEE and exposed
as services that can be triggered over the network. The runtime planning and execution control
is performed by the MES. All communication between MES and SEE is based on OPC UA [35].
Each resource is represented by a complex object in the OPC UA information model, providing
state information and a simple interface to trigger actions. In addition to the state of the represented
resource (see Section 5), the resource-objects contain a state machine for their current mode, i.e. the
overall status that is unrelated to the specifics of the manufacturing context (see Figure 5). The
resource-objects are hosted either on a central OPC UA server, or the individual SEE provide an
embedded OPC UA server to which the MES connects as a client. The MES is subscribed to events
that are emitted by the resource-objects to keep its internal system model synchronized.
At first, customer orders are placed in the AMS. The actions required to fulfill the present orders are
identified by the AMS and instantiated on the SEEs. To start production, the AMS sends manufacturing
5 Provided by the project partner Visual Components (http://www.visualcomponents.com).
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Fig. 5. State-machine of SEE modes and possible transitions. Blue modes denote long-term unavailability. The
green modes are for runtime of the SEE and require active communication. Otherwise, the MES internally
assumes the Communication Error mode. If the execution of an action aborts, the SEE may not know the exact
state of its configuration and the contained products. In that case, it will switch to the Unknown State error mode
that can only be resolved by human intervention.

goals for a mid-term horizon, such as having a certain combination of finished products in stock, to
the MES. The MES infers how the actions made available by the SEE can be combined to reach the
manufacturing goals. During the initial phase of the SkillPro project, an off-the-shelf planner [49] was
used. It receives as input the current system state, available actions and the goal description “compiled”
into standard PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language, [50]) with numerical state variables.
Its output is an ordered list of actions, each identified by a unique identifier. Based on the execution
semantics defined in Section 5, this plan may also represent the cooperation between resources and
concurrency. The planning step is repeated either periodically or after unforeseen events. This allows
for very flexible reactions to quality problems, time delays and machine breakdowns. Together with the
generation of actions as described in Section 6, it is also the basis for Plug & Produce on a functional
level, as newly introduced resources and products are directly usable for the runtime orchestration.
Ongoing work targets planning with multi-objective optimization criterion (order tardiness, energy
consumption, material costs, quality metrics, and so on). The computed action sequence is processed
in the control loop of the MES. It performs the following steps in a soft-realtime loop:
1. Update the internal system model of the MES according to status information received from the
SEE.
2. Adjust the execution plan if small time delays have occured.
3. Test if the system state is consistent with the current execution plan. If not, set the current plan to
an empty list.
4. Trigger replanning if the plan horizon is too short. During replanning (that might take a few
seconds in a parallel thread), already triggered actions will continue to be executed by the SEE,
but no new actions are triggered until the updated plan is available.
5. Notify the SEE whose next action execution is imminent.
OPC UA is an Ethernet-based protocol and does not make guarantuees for realtime communication.
To achieve time-sensitive cooperation between SEEs, clock synchronisation [51] in combination with

queued actions is used. That is, the MES may queue the execution of an action with a timestamp in
the near future (see Figure 5). Safety-critical features, such as failsafes, are implemented within the
SEE and do not make use of OPC UA. In addition, some SEE may be interconnected with additional
communication channels to exchange runtime information (e.g. a conveyor makes use of a camera for
positioning). But these are implementation-specific and unknown to the MES.

8

Validating Demonstration Scenarios

The approach developed in the SkillPro project has been demonstrated during the project’s midtermdemo, with a demonstration scenario at Hannover Fair 2015, and with an electronics industry scenario.
The midterm-demo scenario6 combined simulated and physical resources executing processes of
electronic assembly, soldering, transportation (with industrial manipulators and an autonomous mobile
robotic platform) and safety area supervision. The system was able to gracefully resolve unexpected
events, such as human workers in a safety area, by rerouting products and reallocating production
tasks to different resources. The demonstration scenario at Hannover Fair 20157 combined human
workers and machines, allowing a high degree of flexibility. The system allowed visitors to place
customized product orders, that were then manufactured in the booth. Visitors could also take part in
the fulfillment of their order by plugging into the system with a mobile human-machine interface, thus
becoming one of the available resource. The electronics industry scenario was based on manufacturing
processes of the industrial partner Dresden Elektronik and conducted at their premises. Here, human
workers equipped with mobile human-machine interfaces were automatically triggered to reconfigure
the available resources. The numerical reasoning capabilities in the MES planning component were
leveraged to rebalance the production of customer orders as the availability of resources changed in
the planning model.
The demonstration scenarios showed that the proposed approach can be used to model manufacturing systems and to use that model for runtime control. We report that even comparatively small
scenarios yield a large number of actions in order to make the systems’s flexibility visible in the MES.
But the required effort can be mitigated by generating actions from high-level descriptions instead of
manually defining them. During the development of the demonstration scenarios, sometimes auxiliary
actions, e.g. for logistics steps, were missing for a complete action sequence from raw material to
finished product. Consequently, the MES planning component simply stated the inability to fulfill the
manufacturing goals. Therefore, custom tools were developed to visualize the predecessor-successor
relations between actions and the potential product routes within the manufacturing system.

9

Summary and Outlook

This work presented an approach for Plug & Produce, making use of a unified model for the generic
skills provided by manufacturing resources and the requirements of the different production steps.
Automated actions are derived from this high-level description either automatically or with the directed
assistance of automation engineers. Once available, the resulting actions are dynamically orchestrated
as services in order to achieve the current manufacturing goals. As new resources announce their
skills via a self-description mechanism, they can be integrated at runtime of the system in the sense of
Plug & Produce. The same mechanism can also be used to introduce new and updated products. Note
that the presentation in this work was kept largely agnostic of the different manufacturing domains
(e.g. assembly, CNC milling, and so on). The described concepts aim to provide the interface where
domain-specific description schemas and tools can be integrated into a coherent representation.
6 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgOeC7DeUsQ
7 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5MN0lDwH8E

We could show the successful application of the presented approach in three demonstration
scenarios. Still, much work remains to be done before skill-based reconfigurable production systems
can be used commercially at scale. Many researchers are investigating this timely topic. We hope that
efforts will consolidate in the next years by agreeing on core concepts from which the domain-specific
and sometimes overlapping description schemas can branch off.
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